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	Summary of Research: In 1997, Texas Elder Abuse and Mistreatment Institute (TEAM) began doing APS capacity assessments. It began as a smaller local initiative In Houston, but there were many other areas of Texas that did not have consistent and affordable services like this, so in 2017 an enhanced service that included virtual assessments was launched throughout the entire state of Texas. Virtual assessments quickly began to outnumber the in-person ones, and soon became the only form of assessment during COVID.

TEAM gets an assessment request that is triaged and scheduled by a nurse on staff, and then receives information from APS through their Forensic Assessment Center Network portal. The APS specialist then goes into the client’s home to meet with them (or meets with them virtually), share the purpose of the visit, and ask the client questions if the client consents to answering. The questions are typically open-ended, focusing on the client’s history, as well as their medical, social, functional, and psychiatric symptoms. The APS specialist also observes the client, their environment, evidence of function, and does some cognitive testing. This can all be done in person or through a video call. After the interview, APS specialist contacts any collateral reporters that may be available to give more information about the client, and make a preliminary report.

It's important to know about things like visual limitations, educational limitations, cultural limitations, and language limitations, particularly in the virtual world. Many of these limitations can be mitigated in some way. For example, an interpreter is able to join in person, via phone, or via facetime. Or, if there are auditory issues, speakers can be used to enhance the sound, or the interview can be done through written questions and responses. Although these limitations can be present, they seem to have had no impact on client acceptance of services.

In terms of examinations, only the mental health examinations can be done completely remotely, because there are many parts of the physical examination that can not be done via telecommunication. APS specialists need to be more involved in assisting with these virtual interviews. They can pan the camera around the home to show the client's living situation, show any wounds the client may have, and show anything else the video itself may not pick up from its fixed position. And although there are some limitations when it comes to the physical examination, there is still a lot you can observe through video chat - whether the client is in physical or emotional distress, the client's cleanliness and hygiene, their mobility, their speech patterns, etc.

Between  May 2020 and February 2021, 543 remote evaluations were requested. 329 were completed, with 52 letters supporting guardianship and 46 letters supporting emergency removal.
	Practice & Policy Implications: There was a 63 year old woman living alone in an inherited home with squalid conditions - a hole in the roof, unstable foundation, and no water or gas. Her husband has been out of the picture for a long time, but she’s not sure if they ever got officially divorced, and she has two children she is no contact with. After quitting school in 8th grade she bounced around to various different service jobs, but if not working now. She smokes cigarettes, marijuana at night for sleep, and drinks over one bottle of wine daily. Additionally, she has family history of mental health issues, as she has two brothers currently in psychiatric hospitals.Physical and psychiatric exam shows she speaks at a normal rate and volume and is mobile without issues. She appears to be older than her age, with poor hygiene and dirty clothes, smelling strongly of urine. She makes decent eye contact and is cooperate with questioning. She states her mood is normal to sad; she occasionally has bad dreams and experiences some depression. She states that she is able to hear and see the dead, and has spent her entire life helping them cross over. She has cervical cancer that she has neglected to treat over the years. Financially she is struggling; she says she makes $500 a month, but is able to pay her bills by phone. She seems to be failing in nearly every aspect of her functioning.To determine capacity, APS specialist must determine whether she has failed to meet her needs, and whether she has the capacity to make decisions about the needs. If she is failing to meet her needs, are these failures congruent with her values? Is she taking reasonable next steps given resources to effectuate intent? And finally, would there be a risk to her without supervision, and does she have a permanent problem causing incapacity? Based on all the information gathered during the evaluation and the answers to these questions, APS specialist will make a decision regarding her capacity. Overall, she appears to be completely incapacitated, and it appears to be a permanent rather than temporary problem
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